Newsletter: Quarter 2, 2014
Welcome to BRIDGE’s second newsletter of 2014. Here you can learn about BRIDGE’s recent work and what our
communities of practice are focused on. During this quarter BRIDGE turned five and it is now made up of 12
communities of practice and over 3000 members. By supporting collaboration and the sharing of effective practice,
BRIDGE ensures that there is greater efficiency and impact in education. BRIDGE focuses on school leadership,
teacher development, learner support and early childhood development (ECD).
BRIDGE conducts training of GDE officials in Grade R
BRIDGE trained 20 GDE officials during this quarter to facilitate workshops with heads of
department (HoDs) in the Foundation Phase and others who work with Grade R teachers.
This work was done at the request of the Matthew Goniwe School of Leadership and
Governance.
In preparation, BRIDGE prepared guidelines for the training of HoDs in the management of a
Grade R class and a facilitator’s guide. The training was very well-received by all participants.
Lessons from Research, Evaluation and Practice in the Maths and Science Learner Support Community
BRIDGE’s national Maths and Science Learner Support Community of Practice (CoP) held four meetings in this quarter.
The CoP’s Tertiary Access group focused on bursary beneficiaries’ performance after the first year of study. Cynthia
Xoli Malinga, Programme Manager at the Sasol Inzalo Foundation, shared recent research about the foundation’s
bursary programme and key learnings regarding the role of learner support beyond the first year. The focus group is
also working on populating its tertiary access chain with information as well as on identifying messages that are
important for education and that can be shared in a national campaign that shifts social discourse about education.
The CoP’s teacher development focus group focused on learning from the
work of the St Stithians Foundation and its Thandulwazi programmes in
Limpopo and Gauteng. This was hosted by GIBS.
A review of applications of randomised control trials (presented by Dr
Stephen Taylor, a researcher and advisor to the Director General, DBE) and
lessons from an after school intervention evaluation (presented by Kimon
Phitidis of Social Innovations) were the focus of the CoP’s Monitoring and
Evaluation colloquium this quarter. This was hosted by JET Education
Services.
As a follow up to the findings of the Amplats research shared in the first
quarter meeting, the CoP invited DBE’s Dinaledi manager, David Silman, to address its members. Mr Silman
demonstrated that this initiative is making significant gains with pass rates and the development of girl learners in
STEM subject areas. He shared lessons from this intervention of the national department. This was hosted by RMB.
NGO Database work with the WCED
BRIDGE has been working in partnership with the Western
Cape Education Department (WCED) to ensure a way of
recording and displaying information about NGOs working
in Western Cape schools. WCED and BRIDGE’s cape-based
communities of practice have collaboratively designed a
web-based geomap, and the WCED has now completed its
development. The map, once populated, will contain detail
of NGO work in the Western Cape and will be open to all.
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Principals in Ekurhuleni North collaborate to close the gaps in maths
As a result of the findings of a maths gap analysis test conducted on
Grade 8 learners in Ekurhuleni North district in Gauteng, BRIDGE’s
Principals’ community of practice (CoP) took collective action with their
teachers to remediate gaps in maths teaching and learning at their
schools.
An analysis of the maths test results revealed that common challenges
exist across the primary schools in the CoP. The principals within the CoP
shared the results with their teachers and it was agreed that the schools
would coordinate their efforts whereby each school would run a session
on how they teach a particular problem area in maths. These sessions were run twice a week for one month. This
community initiative shows that principals can be central agents in ensuring collaboration and the sharing of working
practice among schools and teachers in order collectively to improve maths teaching and learning.

Mentoring and Coaching for
Teachers

CONFERENCES

BRIDGE presented at the following conferences
In May 2014, the Teachers Upfront during the second quarter of 2014:
partners concluded the fourth
series of seminars on “Working
 SA Basic Education Conference
Practice in Education”. This seminar
 Historic Schools Restoration Project
was hosted by the University of
Conference
Johannesburg and focused on
 Trialogue's Making CSI Matter Conference
Using Mentorship and Coaching to Assist New Teachers. Three
 ICTs in Education Symposium, hosted by the
former educators led a vibrant discussion with over 100
CoZa Cares Foundation
teachers. A summary article was published in the Mail &
Guardian entitled Wanted: Help for new teachers –
30May2014.

The South African Extraordinary Schools Coalition
The South African Extraordinary Schools Coalition (SAESC) is a community of practice that is run by BRIDGE and is made
up of school leaders and teachers from a group of schools around South Africa that define themselves as “impact
schools”.
The SAESC’s second quarter meeting took place at LEAP 2 Maths & Science School in Cape Town in April 2014. The
members benefitted from the opportunity to understand the school in its context, as well as to share resources,
instructional leadership practices, ideas on ICT integration and fundraising. Following the national meeting, a School
Peer Review was conducted at LEAP 2.
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The SAESC in Action

School Improvement Plan Workshop: 14th – 16th June 2014
The School Peer Review (SPR) process is an innovation of the SAESC and aims to improve student learning and to
identify areas for growth within schools. This is done through a framework that evaluates four domains; leadership and
management, teaching and learning, culture and climate and school and community.
This quarter, the SAESC held a School Improvement Planning (SIP) workshop, which was a space in which its SPR
process was reviewed and refined as part of a large scale whole school improvement plan. The meeting established a
strategy for the creation, implementation and evaluation of a school improvement plan following a SPR. The CoP has
created a SIP tool that is aligned with the domains used in the SPR, allowing the review to inform the improvement
plan. This ensures that the SPR is translated into quantifiable actions to address the areas of development identified
through the review process.

Presentations and video clips from all meetings are available on the BRIDGE Online Community
Ensuring inclusion in education
During this quarter, BRIDGE completed work for the RMB Fund on inclusion and disabilities in education. This work was
undertaken in order to support inclusion in education and the capacity of the system to provide effectively for all
learners.
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Co-ordinated action comes out of the ECD Community of Practice
BRIDGE’s National ECD Community of Practice (CoP) focuses on spreading successful
practice and on ensuring and achieving greater cohesion in civil society. In order to support
increased co-ordination and collaboration in the ECD sector, the ECD CoP has engaged with
the process of the re-scoping of ECD vocational qualifications. The CoP has provided
expertise that is engaging in the re-scoping process. Consultations will take place frequently
between working group meetings to ensure feedback from the community.
In addition, the ECD CoP in collaboration with Ilifa Labantwana is doing a mapping
exercise of existing provincial structures and networks that support delivery to
children. This information will be shared with all stakeholders for planning and
improved networking and communication purposes. Stronger networking will
promote better engagement and collaboration by all stakeholders for a stronger
ECD sector.

Documenting BRIDGE’s work
GM SA Foundation

ARGO’s Education Handbook 2014

As a follow up to the EMASA Conference held in
2013, the GM South Africa Foundation is creating
a documentary on local educational innovations.
The foundation’s effective education section
visited BRIDGE to take video footage of
interviews with BRIDGE staff as well as with
members of its various communities.
This will contribute to the ever-expanding story
of BRIDGE’s contribution to collaboration and Two articles about BRIDGE’s work will appear in the next edition of
impact in education.
the ARGO Education Handbook. Be sure to get a copy of this
publication when it becomes available and read about community
BRIDGE would like to thank all the community work in support of tertiary access and school leadership
members who offered their time for these development.
interviews.

If you are interested in joining any of BRIDGE’s communities of practice, please
email info@bridge.org.za . You can also engage with the BRIDGE community and
find links to useful resources by joining the BRIDGE Online Community. Click on
the adjacent image or visit www.bridge.org.za for a full guide.
Please use one of the social media links in the footer to see our other channels.
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